Systems’ Approach to Vedic Astrology
Vedic astrology, also known as Jyotish, is the divine science of
light on time and karma. It gives each of us our own birth chart
to use as our personal karmic blueprint. It is our individual map
of the heavens.
This gift unlocks the mysteries of our own light and helps us
navigate all of life's journeys. We can see the personal patterns
that have been activated in this lifetime and from there we can
use our free will to change our karmic positions in life.
The Systems’ Approach to Vedic Astrology was developed by
Professor V.K. Choudhry in Gurgaon, India. It is based on
classical Jyotish principles and was tested under the empirical
studies of more than 100,000 charts over a 20-year period. It has
been shown to give an accurate and precise horoscope analysis.
Using this system that has been tested time and time again, you
will discover your strengths, weaknesses and the timing of all
life’s events.
See below to learn about what you can expect during your
consultation.

First, you will need to provide me with your exact time, place,
and date of birth. Using this information I will create your
personalized natal chart and it will look something like this:

The initial part of your consultation will include general
information about your natal chart, such as personality traits,
natural tendencies and talents. It will also include areas of
strength as well as weaknesses that may be causing trouble in
your life. You will learn what you can do to fix these weaknesses
and these are called astral remedies and they are simple, quick
and effective. They are the essence of astrology.

The second part of your consultation will include more detailed
information about where the planets are today and how these
planets are operating and affecting your life (planetary transits).
This is where you will learn which area of life to focus your
energy on in order to achieve the greatest results in life!
This is called the transit chart and will look something like this:

The final part of your consultation will include information
about the timing of events. This information is seen by looking
at the current and future main and sub periods. This is known as
the Vimshottari Dasha sequence and is like the crystal ball of
Vedic Astrology. It will show you the past, present and future
general trends of your life.
It looks something like this:

Overall, the consultation and analyzation of your chart will
identify the weak and debilitated planets as well as the badly
placed and afflicted planets. You will learn which astral remedies
to use to strengthen your favorable planets and more importantly
how to pacify your unfavorable planets.
If you do the prescribed remedies, be a conscious, kind and
caring person, take good care of yourself, be of service to others,
meditate and dedicate yourself to a regular spiritual practice you
will inevitably improve your life. Any or all of these efforts will
make a difference in your life and raise your vibration.

